
Dimensional Analysis: Practice Problems of Fun and Good Times

BASIC INFO
http://www.shodor.org/ucalc/unit_conv_tab.html is a good website for conversions

(NOTE: E = 1 x 10)

*Before asking Mr. Markley for help be sure to check this sheet over and reread the
problem to make sure the answer is not right in front of you.*

COMMON UNITS/SYMBOLS
m = meter in = inch sec = Second min = min hr = hour lbs = pound

km = kilometer kg = kilogram cm = centimeter mg = milligram

g = gram ft = feet yd = yard C = Celsius F = Fahrenheit

hp = horsepower L = Liters Gal = Gallon qt = Quart tsp = Teaspoon

tbl = Tablespoon rpm = revolutions per minute gpm = gallons per minute

psi = pounds per square inch

PRACTICE PROBLEMS

1. How many seconds are you in school every week?
2. Joe and Mel are trying to determine whose car they should take down to Las

Vegas (563 miles away). Joe’s tricked out Nissan Sentra Coupe gets 28 miles per
gallon, while Mel’s Cayman Porsche gets uses an average of 10 liters for every
100 km.

3. The Pacific Giant Kelp is the longest growing kelp in the world at 197 ft long.
How many millimeters (mm) is this?

4. The Pacific Giant Kelp grows at a rate of 18 in/day. How many centimeters per
hour is this?

5. Christopher Bergland holds the world record for most distance run on a treadmill
in a day. He ran 247.45 km. How many miles per hour did Chris have to run to
accomplish this?

6. The biggest piece of fudge ever created weighed 3010 lbs. The recommended
serving of fudge is 28g. How many servings did this piece of fudge have?

7. The heaviest weight ever lifted by a human ear is 51.7 kg. How many pounds is
this?

8. David Huxley holds the world record for heaviest plane pulled. The plane
weighed 184 tons. He covered 91m in 1 min and 27 sec. How many miles per
hour did he average while moving the plane?

http://www.shodor.org/ucalc/unit_conv_tab.html


9. The Cullinan Diamond, the world’s largest rough gem quality diamond, weighs
621.35g. and is estimated to have a value for $400 million. How many dollars per
ounce do this equal?

10. Jewel Royale Chess Set holds the title of “Most Expensive” Chess set. It has a
value of 9.8 million dollars. How much does a single piece of the set cost
(assuming that all the pieces are worth the same)?

11. The record qualifying time for the Indy 500 is set at 37.895 seconds. If the track is
2.5 miles, how many feet per second was the driver going? How many miles per
hour?

12. 1 atm = 14.7 Psi. 1 Gpa = 9869 atm.
At the bottom of the Earth’s mantle (right before you get to the core, 2885 km),
the pressure is estimated to be 140 Gpa.

 a. How many Psi is this?

 b. How many atm is this for every km down?

 c. The Earth’s center is 6371 km below your feet. How many Gpa (gigapascals)
are at this depth?

13. The SR-71 Blackbird is the world’s fastest jet. It flew 1806.964 mph. How many
meters per second is this?

THE TOUGH ONE

   1 cfs = 1 Cubic Foot per Second

The American River at its peak in 2005 was flowing at a rate of 26,400 cfs. How many
gallons per hour is this?


